
Service
Years

Version
# Flooring Style

Carbody 
End Style

 Carbody
Color 

Graphics
Style 

Graphics
Color

Container
Type

‘36 -’54 1 Plate Early Freight Car Red Circle-Keystone White DB4a
‘39 -’54 2 Plate Early Freight Car Red Circle-Keystone White HB1a
‘48 -’54 3 Expanded Steel Early Freight Car Red Circle-Keystone White DB4a
‘48 -’54 4 Expanded Steel Early Freight Car Red Circle-Keystone White HB1a
‘49 -’54 5 Plate Late Freight Car Red Circle-Keystone White DB4a
‘49 -’54 6 Plate Late Freight Car Red Circle-Keystone White HB1a
‘49 -’54 7 Expanded Steel Late Freight Car Red Circle-Keystone White DB4a
‘49 -’54 8 Expanded Steel Late Freight Car Red Circle-Keystone White HB1a
‘54 -’68 9 Plate Late Freight Car Red Shadow Keystone Multi-color DB4a
‘54 -’68 10 Plate Late Freight Car Red Shadow Keystone Multi-color HB1a
‘54 -’68 11 Expanded Steel Late Freight Car Red Shadow Keystone Multi-color DB4a
‘54 -’68 12 Expanded Steel Late Freight Car Red Shadow Keystone Multi-color HB1a

PRR G22b Gondola w/Containers Order Form
The original price per car was $650 plus $15 shipping. Since the project is sold out, only secondary market models may be available 
for purchase, please contact Kohs & Company to determine possible availability and current pricing, use the ordering space below once 
availability has been confirmed.  Phone: 248.625.6396  Email: info@kohs.com

PRR 'G22b' Gondola w/Containers Ordering Information

The table above provides reference for those interested in modeling specific time periods.  While the data above has been thoroughly 
researched, the exact time periods are not carved in stone, so there is some latitude in selecting specific desired styles while still meeting 
your time period criteria, there were certainly periods of overlap.  You should also note that when orders are placed for multiple cars we 
will ship all cars with unique road and container numbers unless otherwise requested.  

Some final detail notes regarding our G22b gondolas; regarding couplers, as noted our cars will come equipped with prototypical draft-
gear boxes and scale operating brass couplers, we will make every effort to simplify the process of converting to Kadee style couplers 
for those so inclined.  For those interested in the weight of our loaded G22b, they weigh approximately 2.3 pounds so they carry enough 
weight out of the box to run reliably in long consists.  Should you have more specific questions about features or details, please feel free 
to contact us directly so we can provide the specific information you require.

Form 12-3-33018

Name: ____________________________________________ Address: __________________________________________________

City: _______________________________ State: _______ Zip Code: _______________ Country: _____________________

Phone: _______________________ Fax: _________________________ E-mail: __________________________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(If the billing address is different than address above please provide on the back of form for credit card purchases)

Quantity  Version Number                          Price   VISA/MC #_________________________________

_______  _____________    _____________   Expiration Date ______________________________

_______  _____________           _____________   Security Code #______________________________

_______  _____________  _____________   Signature ___________________________________

         Total Purchase: ______________________________ 


